Abstract| This paper deals with the synthesis of greatest linear causal feedback for Discrete Event Systems whose behavior is described in dioid. Such a feedback delays as far as possible the input of the system while keeping the same transfer relation between the input and the output. When a feedback exists in the system, we show how to compute a greater one without decreasing the system's performance.
I. Introduction
It is well known that the dynamical behavior of Timed Event Graphs (TEG) (a subclass of timed Petri nets which can be used to model deterministic discrete event systems subject to saturation and synchronization phenomena) can be described by a linear model in dioid ( 1] and 8] that such a feedback allows stabilizing the system (i:e:, keeps bounded the number of tokens in the associated TEG). However, this feedback creates new circuits besides the existing ones, therefore the throughput may only decrease. In 1] and 8], it has been stated that any structurally controllable (respectively observable) system, i.e., that any internal transition of the TEG can be reached by a directed path from at least one input transition (respectively is the origin of at least one directed path to some output transition), can be stabilized by a feedback which does not damage the throughput of the system H. To ensure this condition, it su ces to place enough tokens in the initial marking of places located on feedback arcs. The minimal number of tokens which allows achieving the objective can be obtained by considering the resource optimization problem which can be reduced to linear programs (as shown in 7] ). The purpose of the synthesis given subsequently is slightly different, it is to compute the greatest causal feedback in order to delay as far as possible the input of tokens in the system while keeping the same dynamical behavior H; from a manufacturing point of view, this means to reduce the work-in-process by keeping the performance of this production system. In a second step, this principle will be applied to pull ow systems, i.e., systems with a pull control mechanism. In a pull control mechanism, a demand for a nished part of a system activates the release of a new part into that system. These systems involve clearly a feedback to carry the information from the output to the input. An example of such a system is the Kanban Control System (see 4], 5]). Our purpose is then to replace the existing feedback by the greatest feedback which conserves the same transfer relation as the original system. Most of the results are based on residuation theory and star properties in dioid recalled in section II. The feedback computation is presented in section III and, nally, two examples illustrate the results in section IV.
II. Dioid M ax in ; ]] Let us recall that a dioid is an idempotent semiring (D; ; ) (the neutral elements of the operators ; are denoted respectively " and e). Due to idempotency property, an order relation, denoted , can be associated with and de ned by a b ( ) a b = a (i.e., a b is equal to the least upper bound of a and b). Such an algebraic structure is very e cient to modelize TEG. The dioid considered in this paper is denoted . The support of s is then de ned as f(ni ; ti)jf(ni; ti) 6 = "g and the valuation (resp. degree) of this element as the lower bound (resp. upper bound) of its support. In M ax in ; ]], owing to its quotient structure, it is meaningless to speak of the degree in or of the valuation in of one of its elements. Therefore, the valuation (resp. degree) of an element will be its valuation (resp. degree) in (resp. ). When an element of M ax in ; ]] is used to code a set of information concerning a transition of a TEG, then a monomial k t may be interpreted as : the k th event occurs at least at date t. Let us recall that an element h 2 M ax in ; ]] is said to be causal either if (h = ") or (val(h) 0 and h val(h) ), i.e., such that it characterizes anticipation neither on time domain nor on the event domain. The algebraic tools used in the next sections are recalled below. Remark 1: More generally, with f isotone, if there exists x such that f(x) = y andx is the greatest subsolution to f(x) y, then f(x) = y.
Theorem 2 ( 2] ) In a dioid D, each inequality a x b and x a b always admit a greatest solution denoted respectively x = a nb and x = b =a , x 2 D. Mappings x 7 ! a nx and x 7 ! x =a are the residuals of x 7 ! a x and x 7 ! x a. Theorem 3 ( 6] ) Let E an ordered complete set and F a complete subset of E with the bottom element of E , denoted ". where g(ni; ti) = f(ni; ti) if (ni; ti) (0; 0) " otherwise .
Remark 2: the notion of projection in causal set will be simply extended to the matrix dioid case in the next sections. In other words, if M 2 D m n , pr Caus (M) will be de ned as follows pr Caus (M)ij = pr Caus (Mij) i = 1; ; m and j = 1; ; n:
III. Greatest linear feedback synthesis A. Feedback computation A system modelized by a TEG and assumed to be structurally controllable and observable may be described by a transfer relation H, then Y = H U:
(1) Our purpose is to synthesize the greatest linear feedback F in order to keep the open-loop transfer relation H. This feedback allows delaying as far as possible the input of parts, i:e: reducing the work-in-process, by keeping exactly the same production performances. According to g. 1 and theorem 1, the transfer relation of the closed-loop system is (HF ) H (since Y = H(U FY ) = (HF ) HU). Hence, we rst propose to nd the greatest feedback F such that (HF ) H = H ) (HF ) HU = HU 8U . As said before, by considering the optimization resource problem, a feedback F keeping the open-loop throughput is given in 7]. In the second step, we focus on nding the greatest linear causal feedback denotedFc, i. Remark 3: Let us note that it would be an interesting extension of this work to address the problem of feedback synthesis in order to obtain a closed-loop behavior, say G (reference model), di erent from the open-loop one, namely H (obviously such that G H).
B. Pull ow systems
In this section, we will focus on particular systems with pull ow control. In these systems, an existing causal feedback F allows releasing ring of input transitions, which can be represented by the block-diagram shown in g. 2 where Yc represents the customer's demand and U the stock of unprocessed parts. Our purpose is to replace F by the greatest causal feedback Fp c F which keeps the same dynamical behavior and delays as far as possible the input of unprocessed parts. The transfer relation of such a system is Y = (HF ) Yc (HF ) HU (2) S represents the dynamical behavior of the nished parts (i.e., the dates at which the nished parts are put in the downstream stock ). Its behavior is described by S = (HF ) HFYc (HF ) HU Classically, F is computed in order to minimize a cost function depending on the holding and backordering inventory. In a pull ow system, S is more representative of the system behavior than Y . Indeed, there is a marge between customer's demand and nished parts that we must conserve. Therefore, our purpose is to nd a causal feedbackFp c greater than or equal to F allowing keeping the same behavior for S in regards to Yc. This means to reduce as far as possible the work-in-process by keeping the same stock of nished part, then by satisfying the same customer's demand. Formally, we will search the greatest 
The greatest solution of Hx (HF ) HF is given using residuation theory byFp = H n((H F) HF). We deduce that the solution set L = fxj(H x) Hx (HF ) HFg is bounded byFp. Furthermore, we show thatFp 2 L. Indeed, assuming that (HFp) n (HF ) (HF ) n , It su ces to remark that F is a solution to equation (4) . Therefore, according to property 1 and remark 1,Fp is the greatest solution to (4).
Proposition 3: The greatest linear and causal feedback allowing keeping the behavior of S in the pull control system is given byF pc = pr Caus (Fp): In other words, this feedback keeps the transfer relation between Yc and S.
On the other hand,Fp is such that (HFp) H = ((HF ) HF) H = (HF ) H (i.e., the greatest feedbackFp keeps the transfer relation between U and S). SinceFp F and pr Caus (F ) = F, it may be shown similarly (Hpr Caus (Fp)) H = (HF ) H i.e., the transfer relation between U and S is also kept with feedbackFp c . Remark 5: keeping the behavior of S implies keeping the behavior of Y too. Clearly, this feedback is not causal. So, the greatest causal feedback which keeps the same output behavior as the openloop system (according to proposition 2) iŝ Fc = pr Caus (F) = 4 1 ( 2 3 ) 4 1 ( 2 3 ) T :
Remark 6: Let us note that the initial system becomes stable with the greatest feedbackFc (in doted lines in g. 3). According to the results given in 1] and 8], it is known that a feedback "increases" stability since it creates new circuits. An interesting question is to determine the conditions on system H such that feedbackFc stabilizes the system. Remark 7: Considering the example proposed in 1] and 8] in which only values di er, we obtainFc = ( ) ( ) ] T which is to compare with F = ] T obtained by the authors. It must be noted that the main di erence between these two solutions is the dynamic onFc.
Example 2: The results about the greatest causal feedback synthesis for a pull ow system are now applied to the well known kanban cell (see 3], 6] where a model and a study of such a system have been given).
Under the assumption that K n, i.e. there are more kanbans (K) than machines (n) in the cell, the transfer relation of the kanban cell is given by y = (e K t ( n t ) )yc t ( n t ) u; (see 6] appendix A)
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i.e., h = t ( n t ) and f = K . According to corollary 2, the optimal feedback which keeps the behavior unchanged isfp = h n((hf ) hf) = ( t ( n t ) ) n(( K t ( n t ) ) K t ( n t ) ). Since (ab ) ab = a(a b) (see 6] (4.1.6)), thenfp = ( t ( n t ) ) n( K t ( K t n t ) ): Therefore, under the assumption K n,fp = K ( n t ) : Clearly, this feedback is causal. Indeed, the greatest causal feedback less than or equal tofp iŝ fp c = pr Caus (fp) = K ( n t ) =fp: This new feedback is represented in doted lines on g. 4. First, we have presented a method to synthesize the greatest linear and causal feedback in order to keep the transfer relation of the open-loop system. Secondly, we have proposed a method to modify a pull control system in order to delay as far as possible the input of unprocessed parts without changing the output in regard to the customer's demand. Both methods allow reducing the work-in-process without changing the system performance. They are based on residuation theory and dioid properties. The solutions proposed to solve the two previous problems are relatively reminiscent with the pole placement method well known in the conventional linear system theory.
